(a)

Figure 10. Changes in input and output temperature of
collector fluid based on different mass flow rates

(b)
Figure 8. Change in collector’s thermal efficiency with
thermal conductivity coefficient of different fillers, (b) Solar
radiation
Figure 11. Changes in heat absorbed by collector fluid
considering input temperature compared to the collector
lengths

Figure 9. Change in collector’s efficiency toward changes in
solar radiation for different nano-fluids
Figure 9 indicates change in collector’s efficiency at a fixed

volumetric concentration of nano-fluid ( 0.24%) in terms of
solar radiation. Figure 9 represents increasing collector's
efficiency by increasing radiation. At a constant ambient
temperature, change in efficiency increases to the amount of
radiation with a steep slope, and this slope gradually decreases
with increasing radiation to ultimately reach a constant value.
This suggests that in low levels of radiation, thermal flux is
very low, which reduces the flow of heat transfer between the
tube and operating fluid. Figure 9 also examines relationship
between efficiency of solar radiation and different nano-fluids.
It can be seen that in all solar radiation values, the collector’s
efficiency is higher than that of other fluids in case of using
MWCNT operating fluid.

Impact of mass flow on output operating fluid temperature
from the collector is shown in Figure 10. As observed, output
operating fluid temperature from the collector is reduced by
increasing mass flow. It denotes that in low mass flow values,
higher time is spent on the relationship between operating fluid
and walls of U-tube, leading to increasing output temperature.
Thus, it is suggested that in the conditions governing the
collector under discussion, flow with mass flow rate
0.003 kg s is used for higher thermal absorption from the
tube walls. Impact of collector length on the absorbed heat by
operating fluid and collector’s efficiency is shown in Figure
11. The absorbed heat is reduced within a fixed length by
increasing input temperature, and leads to reduced collector’s
efficiency. It is because heat transfer is increased by reduction
in input temperature in a fixed radiation (Equation 18), and
heat transfer resulting from convection heat transfer between
nano-particles and operating fluid is reduced by increasing
input temperature. Figure 11 also indicates that heat absorption
capacity is increased by increasing collector length in a fixed
input temperature; however, the increase would be trivial by
increasing input temperature. Additionally, interaction
between operating fluid and tube wall surface is increased by
increasing collector length, leading to increased energy
absorption and collector’s efficiency. Nano-particles’
volumetric concentration impact on properties of operating
fluid such as density and thermal conductivity coefficient and
specific heat coefficient is shown in Figure 12. It is observed

that density and thermal conductivity coefficient of the
operating fluid is directly related to volumetric concentration
percentage of nano-particles, and it is increased by increasing
the concentration. Nevertheless, specific heat coefficient (CP)
is related to volumetric concentration percentage of nano-fluid.
Considering the calculations, efficiency values of solar
collector at different conditions using MWCNT nano-fluid
and water as the operating fluid are given in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively. As observed in Tables 2 and 3, collector's
efficiency is higher when MWCNT is used as the operating
fluid compared to pure water. Also, using Na-k alloy at the air
gap between copper blade and absorbent surface yields highest
deficiency. It is seen that when MWCNT is used instead of
water as the operating fluid and use of water, benzene, and Nak alloy at the air gap, thermal efficiency of the collector is
increased by 10.4, 12.5, 10.8, and 10.8 percent, respectively,
compared to when the water is used as the operating fluid.
Considering the results, it is clear that using MWCNT as the
operating fluid and using Na-k alloy at the air gap leads to

highest efficiency of the collector. However, it is better to use
water as the filler fluid for the air gap for safety issues.

Figure 12. Diagram of nano-particles’ volumetric
concentration impact on properties of nano-fluid

Table 2. Solar collector’s efficiency using MWCNT nano-fluid as operating fluid
Nano-fluid
MWCNT

(C )

p nf

= 4164.5

kJ / kg K

Parameter

Ca
FR

Qu (W

)

 ( %)

Air
16.22

Water
244.73

Benzene
90.56

Na-k
577.4

0.6472

0.6730

0.6698

0.6741

919.91

956.6

952.02

958.17

51.1

53.14

52.89

53.23

Table 3. Solar collector’s efficiency using water as operating fluid
Nano-fluid

Parameter

Water

(C )

p nf

= 4182

kJ / kg K

Water

Benzene

16.22

244.73

90.56

577.4

0.5858

0.6069

0.6043

0.6078

)

832.72

826.6

858.95

836.95

 ( %)

46.26

47.92

47.7

48.1

Ca
FR

Qu (W

3.2 Optimization using genethic algorithm
Objective function of collector’s thermal efficiency is
considered for optimization of collector's thermal performance
using genetic algorithm. The four parameters of mass flow rate
of the collector, collector length (L), solar radiation (G), and
heat loss factor are selected as decision parameters, with the
specified intervals specified in Table 4.

optimum
decision
variables
are
m = 0.0055 kg / s , L = 1.45 m , G = 680W / m 2
and (T i −T a G ) = 0.04(m 2 K W ) [24]. At this point the value
of fitness function (thermal efficiency of collector) is equal to
Table 5. The setting parameters in the optimization process.
Setting parameters value
Setting parameters
Population size
Maximum number of generation
Minimum function tolerance

value
500
400
10-5

Probability of crossover

90%

200W / m 2  G  1000W / m 2

Probability of mutation

1%

 T −T a 
2
0.02 (m 2 K W )   i
  0.15(m K W )
 G 

Number of crossover point

2

Selection process

Tournament

Tournament size

2

Table 4. Decision parameters for optimizing collector’s
thermal performance
Decision variables
Mass flow rate
Length of collector
Solar radiation Value
Heat Loss Coefficient
Value

Na-k

Air

Range of variation

0.003 kg / s  m  0.01 kg / s

1.1 m  L  1.8 m

Also, the setting parameters used to optimize the genetic
algorithm are listed in Table 5.
By implementing calculations related to the system given
conditions listed in Tables 4 and 5 as well as using singleobjective optimization using genetic algorithm, diagram
related to the collector's efficiency is shown in Figure 13. The

Figure 13. Single-objective optimization using genetic
algorithm
4. CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, thermal performance of an evacuated
U-tube solar collector via changing filler fluid of air gap
between absorbent surface and copper blade and operating
fluid in U-tube, which may have properties of a nano-fluid,
was studied, and following results were obtained:
Results indicate that among nano-fluids used in this work,
using MWCNT with concentration as the operating fluid
inside U-tube with highest heat transfer coefficient between
absorbent surface and operating fluid provides highest
increase in the efficiency.
Collector’s efficiency would be increased by increasing
thermal conductivity coefficient of filler materials at the gap
between copper blade and absorbent surface. Of course,
increasing efficiency in using fluid with thermal conductivity
coefficient above would be negligible.
In comparison between using MWCNT nano-fluid and
water as the operating fluid, as well as using air, water,
Benzene and Na-k alloy fluids separately in the air gap
between the copper blade and the adsorbent surface, the
collector’s efficiency would be increased by 10.4, 12.5, 10.8,
and 10.8, respectively.
Using MWCNT operating fluid and Na-k alloy at the air gap
between copper blade and absorbent surface would bring
highest efficiency. However, considering limitations in using
this fluid (for safety problem), using water in this gap provides
the best efficiency.
Mass flow rate, collector length, and solar radiation
influence increasing collector's efficiency, however, input
fluid temperature would have no significant impact on the
efficiency.
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NOMENCLATURE
𝐴𝐶
𝐶𝑝
𝐷
𝐹
𝐹′
𝐹𝑅
𝐺

Collector cross section (m2)
Specific heat capacity (J / kgK )
Tube diameter (m)
Blade standard efficiency
Collector efficiency factor
Heat loss factor
Solar radiation (W m 2 )

ℎ𝑔𝑎

Thermal conductivity coefficient of convection
from outer glass to ambient (W m 2 K )

ℎ𝑝𝑔

Thermal conductivity coefficient of convection
from absorbent surface to outer glass (W m 2 K )

𝑃𝑟
𝑄𝑢

Prandtl number
Energy absorbed by collector (W )

𝑅𝑒
𝑇𝑓
𝑇𝑖
𝑇𝑜
𝑇𝑝
𝑇𝑔

Reynolds number
Average fluid temperature (𝐾)
Input fluid temperature (𝐾)
Output fluid temperature (𝐾)
Absorbent surface temperature(𝐾)
Glass cover temperature (𝐾)

Greek symbol
𝛼
𝜀𝑔
𝜀𝑝
𝜂
𝜏

Absorption coefficient of absorber
Emission coefficient of glass cover
Emission coefficient of absorber
Efficiency (%)
Glass transmission coefficient

